Keysight Technologies
10 Hints to Improving Throughput with your Power Supply

Application Compendium
Manufacturers continue to be asked to do more with less. Increasing throughput can reduce the amount of equipment used in test and the physical constraints of a manufacturing site. An improved work flow will also reduce inventory costs. Keysight Technologies, Inc. Advanced Power Supplies are designed to increase throughput while providing the highest level of protection to your device under test. Read all ten hints to learn more about improving test throughput.
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1. Improve Throughput with Shorter Command Processing Time

Application Brief

Improving test throughput starts with using faster power supplies. Command processing time is a key parameter governing a power supply’s speed as it affects virtually all aspects of its use under automated control. Shorter command processing time can significantly increase throughput by taking seconds off of the test time. This is particularly true when the DUT needs to be tested at several output level settings and corresponding current or voltage measurements taken, which is frequently the case. The difference in command processing time can be many orders of magnitude between entry level and high performance system DC power supplies. When test throughput is important the test time savings from using high performance power supplies with fast command processing time will easily offset any extra premium in price.

An example of command processing time for a power supply is illustrated in the accompanying diagram. The command processing time is the time from when the command is first received to the point where the power supply starts acting on it. In this case it is when power supply’s output starts to change. Command processing time can range from up to 100’s of milliseconds for entry-level power supplies to under 1 millisecond for high performance power supplies.

The impact of the power supply’s command processing time on test time and throughput is immediately evident. As one example, for a DUT tested at 10 different voltage settings, going from a power supply that has 100 millisecond long command processing time to a power supply that has just 1 millisecond long command processing time reduces the test time by nearly 2 seconds. This is a considerable amount of time in high-volume, high-throughput manufacturing test, and this is the savings for just output level changes. Comparable savings are likewise realized for other power supply operations as well, easily taking several more seconds off of the test time, significantly increasing test throughput.

Figure 1-1. Power supply command processing time for an output level change
2. Improve Throughput with Faster Up- and Down-programming Response Times

Application Brief

Using power supplies having faster output up- and down-programming response times can significantly reduce test time, particularly when you need to set multiple output level settings throughout the DUT’s test sequence. The difference in output programming response times can be many orders of magnitude between entry level and high performance system DC power supplies. Using a power supply having faster output programming response times can easily take seconds off your DUT’s test time, greatly improving test throughput.

Up-programming response time is depicted in Figure 2-1. It is the time the power supply takes for the output to rise and settle within a small band around the final output level, after processing the command instructing it to change its output level.

The up-programming response time varies greatly with a power supply’s level of performance. It can range from 100’s of milliseconds for entry-level products to below 1 millisecond for high performance power supplies. The up-programming response time can even be down in the range of 10’s of microseconds for some more-specialized high performance power supplies.
The down-programming response time is like the up-programming response time except that the power supply is instead being programmed to a lower level. However, you need to look at down-programming independently as short up-programming time does not necessarily guarantee comparably short down-programming time. Not all power supplies have an active downprogrammer circuit to quickly pull the output back down. Without a downprogrammer the down-programming response time instead depends mainly on DUT loading to bring the output back down. Down-programming response times with and without a downprogrammer is depicted in Figure 2-2.

Down-programming response time likewise varies greatly with a power supply’s level of performance. High performance power supplies invariably include a downprogrammer and have response times on the order of one millisecond or faster. In comparison, entry-level power supplies can have down-programming response times of 100’s of milliseconds or longer. Many entry-level powers supplies can even take as long as several seconds to down-program under no-load conditions.

When throughput is important, using higher performance power supplies having shorter output up- and down-programming response times can easily shave valuable seconds off your test time. This in turn increases test throughput and reduces cost, especially important for high volume, high throughput testing.
3. Use Power Supplies with Faster Measurement Systems to Increase Test Throughput

Application Brief

Using DC power supplies that incorporate faster, high performance measurement systems can literally trim seconds off your DUT test time, greatly improving throughput and reducing cost.

A good indicator of a DC power supply having a high performance measurement system is having a programmable measurement integration, or aperture, time, often programmed in power line cycles (PLCs). One reason for having a programmable integration time is for minimizing any 50 or 60 Hz AC line ripple getting into the DC measurement, by setting the time one or more multiples of a PLC. Setting the time to 1 PLC provides good ripple rejection with relatively good throughput. When AC line ripple is not an issue the integration time can be set even smaller than 1 PLC, further reducing measurement time. When the DC power supply has a programmable measurement integration time it will no doubt also have a fast-responding measurement system as well, typically just milliseconds, to complement the programmable integration time.

In comparison basic DC power supplies commonly use a 100 millisecond fixed integration time to support AC ripple rejection for both 50 and 60 Hz line frequencies. They also have low bandwidth, slow-responding measurement systems, which can long time to settle after any step change in loading, before a valid measurement can be taken.

The net result is it can take up to a few hundred milliseconds for a basic DC power supply to make a measurement while it may take but about one tenth of this time a DC power supply with a high performance measurement system to make the same measurement, and often with much better accuracy. If several measurements are taken during DUT testing, this can literally trim seconds off the test time, greatly improving throughput and reducing cost.

Figure 3-1. DC power supply measurement system response and integration times
4. Take Advantage of a Power Supply’s Digital Filtering for Faster Settling DC Measurements

Application Brief

The DC average is virtually always the main value of interest when measuring a DUT’s current drain. However, the current drain for many DUTs is can be very dynamic, having a large portion of AC content relative to the DC average. An example of this is the pulsed current drain characteristic of many digital wireless devices. High AC content can be a problem when trying to make faster DC average measurements, requiring a longer measurement acquisition time to get acceptably consistent repeatability. For DC power supplies incorporating a digitizing measurement system, their DSP-based digital filtering window functions can provide faster DC average measurements of dynamic currents with more consistent repeatability. Less measurement time translates to higher test throughput, especially when many measurements are taken during test.

A rectangular, or unweighted digital filter windowing function treats all digitized samples taken over the measurement acquisition period with equal weighting. When you are able to exactly match the acquisition period to the fundamental period of the AC content, it is rejected from the DC average value to a great extent. However, when the fundamental period of the AC content is not accurately known, or there are multiple, non-harmonically related periods of AC content to be rejected, the rectangular windowing function rolls off at a 20 dB/decade slope and a very long acquisition period is then needed to get a consistently repeatable result.

In comparison a weighted digital windowing function emphasizes the digitized samples in the middle of the measurement acquisition period while deemphasizing the samples at the start and end of the acquisition period. This gives a much greater AC rejection roll off slope, providing greater DC measurement repeatability in much less acquisition time, in comparison to a rectangular windowing function. A Hann or Hanning window is one example of a weighted windowing function useful for this purpose.

For DUTs that draw dynamic currents, taking advantage of digital filtering features of DC power supplies incorporating digitizing measurement systems can substantially reduce the time needed for making accurate and consistently repeatable measurements, improving your test throughput as a result.

![Figure 4-1. Rectangular and Hann window filter response characteristics](image-url)
5. Use the Built-in Capability for Making Faster Standby and Leakage Current Measurements

Application Brief

Now more than ever a vast variety of products across many industries incorporate standby, sleep, or virtual off-modes where they go into a very low power state, but are not truly disconnected from their power source. They instead draw a small standby or leakage current in these powered-down states, ranging from microamps to milliamps. These low-level currents need to be tested in production to assure they do not exceed acceptable limits. The traditional approach of using separate equipment to measure these currents is extremely time-consuming. Instead, consider using the built-in measurement capability within the DC power supply.

Since these standby and leakage currents are but a small fraction of the DUT’s active current drain, they cannot be accurately measured by the single measurement range available in standard, basic DC power supplies. This traditionally dictates adding a high value shunt resistor, a bypass relay, and a dedicated multiplexer channel with a DVM, in order to make an accurate low-level current measurement. Not only does this add complexity and introduce test system reliability issues, it also adds considerable test time in order to switch the shunt resistor into the measurement path, switch in the DVM, make the measurement, and then switch the shunt resistor and DVM back out again.

A better way to make low-level current measurements is to take advantage of DC power supplies that have additional ranges built-in for measuring these currents directly. Not only does this simplify and enhance reliability of the test system, it can save hundreds of milliseconds each time each time a low-level current measurement needs to be made by eliminating the need for switching a shunt resistor and DVM in and out of the current path.

Figure 5-1. External solution versus capability built into the DC power supply for low-level current measurement
6. Take Advantage of Seamless Measurement Ranging for Instantaneous Range Changes During Test

Application Brief

Every millisecond matters when it comes to test time for high-throughput component and device testing. Using DC power supplies featuring seamless measurement ranging can save significant time during test, improving throughput and reducing test cost.

Many components and devices are tested at several bias voltage conditions, power levels, and various sleep, idle, and active states during test. The resultant current drains for the combination of all these factors spans a wide range, requiring multiple measurement ranges for getting accurate results.

A command needs to be sent to and processed by the DC power supply or other measurement equipment to manually change the measurement range each time, as required for the specific current level, for an accurate test result. Each manual measurement range change can take several milliseconds to process and complete. In comparison, with seamless measurement ranging, the measurement system is constantly tracking and utilizing the most appropriate range, or even combination of ranges, for best accuracy, based on the instantaneous current level, in real time. There is no longer the need to manually change ranges any more with seamless measurement ranging. This is distinctly different from autoranging measurement, which operates in a very non-real time fashion, even taking considerably more time than manual range changes and usually impractical under automated test.

When there ends up being a good number of measurement range changes required in order to test the component or device for all its combination of conditions, taking advantage of seamless measurement ranging can take many tens of milliseconds off the test time, a significant savings when overall test time may only be seconds long, and every millisecond matters!

Figure 6-1. Comparing time required for manual versus seamless measurement ranging
7. Use List Mode for Faster Output Level Changes

Application Brief

Using power supplies that incorporate list mode capability can significantly reduce test time when you need to set several voltage (or current) level settings for a large number test conditions throughout a DUT’s test sequence. The reduction in test time is even greater for DUTs that require multiple bias voltages. The test time decreases in proportion to the number of bias voltages set for each of the many test conditions for the DUT.

Using conventional power supplies, a separate output set level command is sent to each output every time the voltage or current needs to be changed for setting up the next test condition. Each output level command can take from several milliseconds to process for a high performance power supply, to up to as much as 100 milliseconds long for a basic power supply. When changing the levels for multiple power supplies for the next condition, each one gets set sequentially, multiplying the command processing time required by the number of power supply outputs required to be changed.

When using list mode, a sequence of voltage or current levels are pre-programmed into the power supply. The list only needs to be entered once. The list can then be executed repeatedly, as is the case in production test. Using a trigger to pace the list, the output level changes start to respond in just microseconds for a hardware trigger input, to a few milliseconds or less for a bus trigger input, minimizing the time required in comparison to sending commands to set levels each time. Even greater savings are achieved with multiple outputs as the list for each output are simultaneously sequenced with the same trigger, eliminating the extra command processing time required for each additional output.

Figure 7-1. Power supply with list mode capability improves test time.
8. Use List Mode and Triggers to Make Fast Swept Parametric Measurements

Application Brief

Taking advantage of the list mode feature in a DC power supply can provide throughput benefits in additional ways over and above just quickly sequencing a series of voltage or current levels. Lists can also generate output trigger signals at strategic points in the list. These output trigger signals can be used to initiate other activities, including those involving external equipment. Triggering between instruments eliminates the need for a controller to continuously intervene, reducing test time.

One common practice is performing swept parametric measurements in conjunction with a DMM. An illustrative example of this is testing the linearity of a Hall Effect current sensing device. Here a series of current levels are furnished to the Hall Effect device’s input and the DMM measures the device’s corresponding output voltage levels.

Such swept parametric measurements often require hundreds of points. Keeping the sweep time as short as possible not only reduces test time, increasing test throughput, but can also minimize heating effects thus improving test accuracy as well. Eliminating having the test system controller execute the DC power supply’s series of current level steps and trigger the DMM’s corresponding voltage level measurements removes considerable time in performing a swept parametric measurement. Handshaking trigger signals between the DC power supply and the DMM accomplish just that. The DMM is set to take an array of measurement values corresponding to the number of current step levels in the trigger-paced list. The list generates a trigger output to the DMM to take a measurement at each step. The DMM in turn generates a measurement-complete trigger output for the DC power supply list to sequence to the next step.

Taking advantage of the list mode and trigger features available in more advance DC power supplies can greatly speed up swept parametric measurements, reducing time and increasing throughput of your testing.
Figure 8-1. Hall Effect device swept parametric measurement set up for its transfer characteristics

Figure 8-2. DC power supply list step with triggers handshaking with DMM measurement array with triggers
9. Combine the Power Supply’s ARB and Digitizer Features for Ultra-fast Swept Parametric Measurements

Application Brief

A traditional source measure unit (SMU) can perform a fairly fast swept parametric measurement. However there are times when even faster swept measurements are useful, such as when self heating of the DUT or test throughput are extremely critical, while still needing to measure hundreds of points or more to characterize the DUT. By taking advantage of the arbitrary waveform generation (ARB) and digitizer features incorporated in select DC system power supplies, swept parametric measurements can be performed at record speeds.

A traditional SMU uses a repeating source-delay-measure sequence of activities to perform a swept parametric measurement. This is basically comparable to the hint provided on using list mode and triggers for making fast parametric swept measurements. Higher performance SMUs have swept measurement rates running at up to about 20 KSa/sec.

A faster alternative is to initiate a suitable ARB output voltage or current waveform while simultaneously initiating a digitized measurement array of the corresponding dependent parameter to be measured at an appropriate sampling rate. Without having to individually synchronize each source-delay-measure event the measurement rate can run at up the maximum digitizer sampling rate. A variation of this theme is to use the DC power supply’s data logging feature instead of its digitizer feature, if available. This provides the advantage of integrating the measurement over a longer aperture time, but will take a correspondingly longer time.

In the illustration a 1.2 amp, 1.2 millisecond current ramp ARB was initiated while simultaneously sampling both the current and voltage at a 100 KSa/sec rate, for obtaining the forward voltage characteristics of a high brightness LED (HBLED). By drastically reducing the test time required the HBLED’s voltage drift due to temperature rise from self-heating was minimized.

![Figure 9-1. HBLED fast ramped current forward voltage test](image-url)
10. Take Advantage of the Status Subsystem Features to Reduce Test Time

Application Brief

Some power supply operations take notably longer than most to complete than others. Examples of this include:

- Enabling the output
- Initializing a triggered measurement
- Initializing a triggered output transient or output list event

When developing programs you can include long fixed wait statements to make certain these operations have completed before proceeding. However, this can easily add many tens of milliseconds or more of unnecessary waiting, increasing overall test time. A better way is to take advantage of the DC power supply’s status subsystem features that eliminate unnecessary waiting for operations like the examples listed above.

Enabling the DC power supply output, or an output-on operation, may take many tens of milliseconds. It can take even longer if the output has a mechanical disconnect relay built-in. Instead of using a fixed wait statement, follow the “OUTPUT ON” command with a “*WAI” status subsystem command. This instructs the system DC power supply to not process any further commands until all pending operations are complete, in this case, the output-on operation. With this approach the test program continues executing as soon as the output-on operation is completed without any unnecessary additional waiting.

Triggered measurement and output sourcing events can substantially speed up testing by providing actions tightly synchronized with other test activities. But they do have some up-front set up overhead time needed for initializing them. Instead of using a fixed programming delay following an initialization operation it is better to take advantage of the Operation Status Group register in the status subsystem. The “WTG meas” bit (#3) or “WTG trans bit (#4) in the condition register can be monitored with a loop in the test program to see when they turn true. At the moment the measurement or output sourcing event is initiated and ready for a trigger the test program will then proceed with its execution without incurring any unnecessary additional waiting.

Figure 10-1. Agilent N6700 Series DC power system operation condition status group
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